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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-UnW_yQQEms

Catch a Flight to Buenos Aires /
Edelweiss

Swiss airline launches AR-powered competition for customers to win

free ights

ARTICLE 16 DECEMBER 2019

Swiss leisure airline Edelweiss launched an AR campaign that allows users of

its app to ‘catch’ its aeroplanes as they �y in the sky.

Using an app developed with Argentina Turismo and Thjnk, Zurich, users can

point their phones at any plane in �ight. The Catch a Flight to Buenos

Aires campaign uses real-time information from the International Civil Aviation

Organisation’s of�cial live GPS to reveal where the plane is �ying to and from.

Every Edelweiss plane correctly identi�ed represents a chance of winning a �ight

for two to Argentina. 
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When the app is opened, the user’s position is calculated using the phone’s GPS

in relation to the position of the plane, regardless of weather, time of day and

location – as long as it’s in Switzerland.

To ensure that everyone has a chance to be in on the prize, the app also features a

countdown to each �ight and gives users the option to enable push noti�cations

so they can be alerted when a plane will be in �ight.

There are a total of 36 Edelweiss direct �ights to be won, but for those who miss

out the app includes information about things to do in Buenos Aires and enables

users to book �ights.

Contagious Insight /

Driving app downloads / By making the app a requirement to take part,

this campaign increases the use of its app outside purchasing tickets. This

works particularly well as even if users don’t intend on buying tickets, the app

displays the brand’s �ight destinations and includes all the information that

they may need if they make a future purchase. The result is raising awareness

of the brand’s �ight and buying services as well as presenting the brand as an

option for customers’ next trips. Most of us wouldn’t spend time examining an
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYJ9JuzO25o

airline’s �ight schedule unless we were scanning it for our next holiday, but

this campaign gives people a monetary incentive to do so.

Tech, Tech baby / This campaign simpli�es sophisticated data, making it

work seamlessly for app users. Even if a user captures the �ight of a

competitor’s plane, this app uses real-time GPS information from the

International Civil Aviation Organisation to show users where each plane has

�own from, as well as its destination. This serves to widen the user’s

knowledge of the brand’s destinations and acts as a unique selling

opportunity by letting users purchase tickets from the app.

This is not the �rst time we have seen an aviation brand use this type of

technology. In 2013, to reconnect the British public with the wonder of

�ying, British Airways used custom-built surveillance technology to detect

BA �ights in the area of two digital OOH billboards and display the

speci�c the �ight number and destination. The Magic Of Flying campaign by

Ogilvy 12th Floor and Storm won the Direct Grand Prix at Cannes in

2014 – you can read more about it here.

With this campaign, Edelweiss was able to raise awareness of one of its

newer �ight routes to Buenos Aires, which only launched a year ago. It did

this by developing the app in partnership with tourist brand, Argentina

Turismo, and giving app users extra information about travelling there.

Exposure / It is also important to note that this campaign increases

Edelweiss’ brand salience. When participants of this competition look up at

any plane, they are �rst and foremost looking for an Edelweiss plane to be in

with the chance of winning. Through this mechanism, the brand makes �ights

and �ying more relevant to people who had possibly not even considered

booking a holiday, but just want to participate in a competition. All of this

works to put Edelweiss top of mind when people purchase plane tickets in

the future.
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